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***

The prism of power which holds together the American empire, that filters public perception,
breeds manic worry amongst citizens about imagined enemies. To justify its existence, the
military oligarchy that runs America needs enemies. Thus it views peace as an existential
threat and invests serious resources into steering the thought and behaviour of the public to
serve the murder machine. Although imperialism has targeted varied countries throughout
its life, its strategy has remained constant, and forms a pattern of state behaviour that
reveals the depravity of American motives in international relations.

The latest target to be confronted by a hostile US geostrategic agenda is China. In terms of
its  economy and  political  system,  China  is  nonconformist  in  a  global  economy where
western capital writes the rules. China represents the threat to US unilateral interventionism
of a multipolar world, based on peaceful multilateral cooperation. China is the strongest
strategic bulwark against the US agenda to privatise the public infrastructure of foreign
nations whose resources the US desires, because western elites aspire to mastery of the
globe.

Enmity towards China is supposed to blind captive citizens of capitalist states to the fact
China’s system of power is more logical than bourgeois democracy, offering power to skilled
public  administrators  rather  than  ambassadors  of  inherited  wealth.  China’s  public
administration ethic values and upholds organisational competencies, instead of uncritically
obeying the profit motive. All in all, Chinese governance is more in harmony with the ideal of
a state that is rationally planned than the chaos of cartel capitalism.

But China is not perfect. Unfortunately, it embraces techniques of surveillance capitalism etc
to shut down critique of the state. China’s communications policy conforms to the trend of
the state restricting the liberatory flow of ideas on the internet. The public is only as strong
as the power of free intelligence within it, and China’s repression of electronic dissidence
and whistleblowing on inevitable public corruption puts it in bad company.

Freedom of speech is only as strong as the power of critical inquiry, so we ought to be
confident in challenging establishment narratives on China.

But we should avoid becoming patriots for China, lest we live in ignorance of the sublime
truth of international human fraternity that transcends the state. All in all, China better
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represents the spirit of international consensus than America, and it could teach us how to
develop capabilities in our public administration, were organised lies not blinding our minds.
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